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#2619

From: "luna_five" <luna_five@yahoo.de>
Date: Tue Mar 13, 2007 1:30 am
Subject: Re: Move on  Maude in one week!

Well, for me, Maude is NEW since it never aired in Germany. So as you
can imagine, I'm very excited to be able to watch this show now having no idea what it's like. I am sure it's great, but for me it's
all excitement right now. I just hope that the mail will be quick so
that my
long time of waiting will over soon!
Luna_Five

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> Well put Doug! So well put I put it on the Maude dvd page :)
> http://www.beatricearthur.com/maude
>
> I was proud that I could say that I watched the original run of the
> Golden Girls in the 80s and 90s and had been a fan since then.
> However, I wasn't able to say that about Maude, being that I was born
> in 1975. So, I find it very interesting hearing from the people who
> saw it in its original run, unlike myself who saw it on TV Land in
> 2001 for the first time. So thanks for what you wrote, I found it very
> interesting! What an era! I hope people remember what was going on in
> the 70s during her show, just the same as All in the Family when
> watched currently!
>
> Take care,
> Kev!
>
>
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, BDouglas61@ wrote:
> >
> > I was in 6th grade when MAUDE debuted...and loved every minute of
> it! Of
> > course, I was a fan of ALL IN THE FAMILY...and generally "gobbled
> up" whatever
> > Norman Lear put out (except for MARY HARTMAN, MARY HARTMAN).
> >
> > But even at the tender age of 11 (going on 12), I sensed that Bea
> Arthur was
> > special. What a whirlwind!!
> > Stayed with the show until its end....was sad to see it go, but it
> did seem
> > to be "winding down" in terms of comedic possibilities.
> >
> > I always loved that MAUDE, like most of the sitcoms filmed before a
> studio
> > audience in those days, was staged like a small play in two acts....
> you got
> > the sense that there were very few stops for retakes...it was
> played through by
> > a group of professionals who knew their marks and their lines.
> >
> > I know that we only have Season 1 ahead of us at this point, but who
> can
> > forget Maude's run for Senate? Or the "Maude at the Analyst" (was
> that its
> > title?) episode which was basically a 23-minute monologue by the
> incomparable Bea?
> >
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> I have waited for YEARS now for MAUDE to come to DVD, and the wait
is almost
> over!
>
> Excited!!!
> Doug

Reply | Messages in this Topic (9)

#2620

From: Townbridge <townbridge@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Tue Mar 13, 2007 7:35 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] GOODBYE

townbridge
Send Email

AGAIN

We are not Bea Arthur on this group everyone here are just loyal fans
New Yahoo! Mail is the ultimate force in competitive emailing. Find out more at the Yahoo! Mail Championships.
Plus: play games and win prizes.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2621

From: vectorlime
Date: Tue Mar 13, 2007 12:17 pm
Subject: Re: Move on  Maude in one

vectorlime
week!

Im excited for you! I am very interested in what you think after you
have seen Maude and let it digest for a while. So be sure to write
back after you have watched!
Take care,
Kev!

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "luna_five" <luna_five@...>
wrote:
>
> Well, for me, Maude is NEW since it never aired in Germany. So as you
> can imagine, I'm very excited to be able to watch this show now > having no idea what it's like. I am sure it's great, but for me it's
> all excitement right now. I just hope that the mail will be quick so
> that my
> long time of waiting will over soon!
>
> Luna_Five
>
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@> wrote:
> >
> > Well put Doug! So well put I put it on the Maude dvd page :)
> > http://www.beatricearthur.com/maude
> >
> > I was proud that I could say that I watched the original run of the
> > Golden Girls in the 80s and 90s and had been a fan since then.
> > However, I wasn't able to say that about Maude, being that I was born
> > in 1975. So, I find it very interesting hearing from the people who
> > saw it in its original run, unlike myself who saw it on TV Land in
> > 2001 for the first time. So thanks for what you wrote, I found it very
> > interesting! What an era! I hope people remember what was going on in
> > the 70s during her show, just the same as All in the Family when
> > watched currently!
> >
> > Take care,
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Kev!

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, BDouglas61@ wrote:
>
> I was in 6th grade when MAUDE debuted...and loved every minute of
it! Of
> course, I was a fan of ALL IN THE FAMILY...and generally "gobbled
up" whatever
> Norman Lear put out (except for MARY HARTMAN, MARY HARTMAN).
>
> But even at the tender age of 11 (going on 12), I sensed that Bea
Arthur was
> special. What a whirlwind!!
> Stayed with the show until its end....was sad to see it go, but it
did seem
> to be "winding down" in terms of comedic possibilities.
>
> I always loved that MAUDE, like most of the sitcoms filmed before a
studio
> audience in those days, was staged like a small play in two acts....
you got
> the sense that there were very few stops for retakes...it was
played through by
> a group of professionals who knew their marks and their lines.
>
> I know that we only have Season 1 ahead of us at this point, but who
can
> forget Maude's run for Senate? Or the "Maude at the Analyst" (was
that its
> title?) episode which was basically a 23-minute monologue by the
incomparable Bea?
>
> I have waited for YEARS now for MAUDE to come to DVD, and the wait
is almost
> over!
>
> Excited!!!
> Doug

Reply | Messages in this Topic (9)

#2622

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Mar 13, 2007 1:26 pm
Subject: Re: Move on  Maude in one week!

moorlock2003
Send Email

Just one more week. I'm so excited. Luna Five, get ready for a laugh
explosion. "Maude" is funny from the moment the theme song begins.
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@...>
wrote:
>
> Im excited for you! I am very interested in what you think after you
> have seen Maude and let it digest for a while. So be sure to write
> back after you have watched!
>
> Take care,
> Kev!
>
>
>
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "luna_five" <luna_five@>
> wrote:
> >
> > Well, for me, Maude is NEW since it never aired in Germany. So
as you
> > can imagine, I'm very excited to be able to watch this show now > > having no idea what it's like. I am sure it's great, but for me
it's
> > all excitement right now. I just hope that the mail will be quick
so
> > that my
> > long time of waiting will over soon!
> >
> > Luna_Five
> >
> >
> > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@>
wrote:
> > >
> > > Well put Doug! So well put I put it on the Maude dvd page :)
> > > http://www.beatricearthur.com/maude
> > >
> > > I was proud that I could say that I watched the original run of
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the
> > > Golden Girls in the 80s and 90s and had been a fan since then.
> > > However, I wasn't able to say that about Maude, being that I
was born
> > > in 1975. So, I find it very interesting hearing from the people
who
> > > saw it in its original run, unlike myself who saw it on TV Land
in
> > > 2001 for the first time. So thanks for what you wrote, I found
it very
> > > interesting! What an era! I hope people remember what was going
on in
> > > the 70s during her show, just the same as All in the Family when
> > > watched currently!
> > >
> > > Take care,
> > > Kev!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, BDouglas61@ wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I was in 6th grade when MAUDE debuted...and loved every
minute of
> > > it! Of
> > > > course, I was a fan of ALL IN THE FAMILY...and
generally "gobbled
> > > up" whatever
> > > > Norman Lear put out (except for MARY HARTMAN, MARY HARTMAN).
> > > >
> > > > But even at the tender age of 11 (going on 12), I sensed that
Bea
> > > Arthur was
> > > > special. What a whirlwind!!
> > > > Stayed with the show until its end....was sad to see it go,
but it
> > > did seem
> > > > to be "winding down" in terms of comedic possibilities.
> > > >
> > > > I always loved that MAUDE, like most of the sitcoms filmed
before a
> > > studio
> > > > audience in those days, was staged like a small play in two
acts....
> > > you got
> > > > the sense that there were very few stops for retakes...it was
> > > played through by
> > > > a group of professionals who knew their marks and their
lines.
> > > >
> > > > I know that we only have Season 1 ahead of us at this point,
but who
> > > can
> > > > forget Maude's run for Senate? Or the "Maude at the Analyst"
(was
> > > that its
> > > > title?) episode which was basically a 23-minute monologue by
the
> > > incomparable Bea?
> > > >
> > > > I have waited for YEARS now for MAUDE to come to DVD, and the
wait
> > > is almost
> > > > over!
> > > >
> > > > Excited!!!
> > > > Doug
> > >
> >
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (9)

#2624

From: Britta Kaminski <luna_five@yahoo.de>
Date: Wed Mar 14, 2007 4:24 am
Subject: RE: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Move

luna_five
Send Email

on  Maude in one week!

Hi Kev,
I will for sure! I can't wait. I'm just afraid, I'll have to wait a bit longer as you since the mail could take a while to
reach me, but I'm sure it's worth the wait!
Luna_Five
vectorlime <no_reply@yahoogroups.com> schrieb:
Im excited for you! I am very interested in what you think after you
have seen Maude and let it digest for a while. So be sure to write
back after you have watched!

movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/andthentheresbea/messages/2617?l=1
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Take care,
Kev!
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "luna_five" <luna_five@...>
wrote:
>
> Well, for me, Maude is NEW since it never aired in Germany. So as you
> can imagine, I'm very excited to be able to watch this show now > having no idea what it's like. I am sure it's great, but for me it's
> all excitement right now. I just hope that the mail will be quick so
> that my
> long time of waiting will over soon!
>
> Luna_Five
>
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@> wrote:
>>
> > Well put Doug! So well put I put it on the Maude dvd page :)
> > http://www.beatricearthur.com/maude
>>
> > I was proud that I could say that I watched the original run of the
> > Golden Girls in the 80s and 90s and had been a fan since then.
> > However, I wasn't able to say that about Maude, being that I was born
> > in 1975. So, I find it very interesting hearing from the people who
> > saw it in its original run, unlike myself who saw it on TV Land in
> > 2001 for the first time. So thanks for what you wrote, I found it very
> > interesting! What an era! I hope people remember what was going on in
> > the 70s during her show, just the same as All in the Family when
> > watched currently!
>>
> > Take care,
> > Kev!
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, BDouglas61@ wrote:
>>>
> > > I was in 6th grade when MAUDE debuted...and loved every minute of
> > it! Of
> > > course, I was a fan of ALL IN THE FAMILY...and generally "gobbled
> > up" whatever
> > > Norman Lear put out (except for MARY HARTMAN, MARY HARTMAN).
>>>
> > > But even at the tender age of 11 (going on 12), I sensed that Bea
> > Arthur was
> > > special. What a whirlwind!!
> > > Stayed with the show until its end....was sad to see it go, but it
> > did seem
> > > to be "winding down" in terms of comedic possibilities.
>>>
> > > I always loved that MAUDE, like most of the sitcoms filmed before a
> > studio
> > > audience in those days, was staged like a small play in two acts....
> > you got
> > > the sense that there were very few stops for retakes...it was
> > played through by
> > > a group of professionals who knew their marks and their lines.
>>>
> > > I know that we only have Season 1 ahead of us at this point, but who
> > can
> > > forget Maude's run for Senate? Or the "Maude at the Analyst" (was
> > that its
> > > title?) episode which was basically a 23-minute monologue by the
> > incomparable Bea?
>>>
> > > I have waited for YEARS now for MAUDE to come to DVD, and the wait
> > is almost
> > > over!
>>>
> > > Excited!!!
> > > Doug
>>
>

“You haven’t seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow.”
”Rose on The Golden Girls”
Was Sie schon immer wissen wollten aber nie zu Fragen trauten? Yahoo! Clever hilft Ihnen.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (9)

#2625

From: "Wendy Cashqueen" <cashqueenforever1@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed Mar 14, 2007 8:04 am
Subject: Well I'll BEA

cashqueenfor...
Send Email

Well I'll BEA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I am indeed thrilled to have found this site and to read the answers
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to so many of my questions which I have never been able to get
straight answers to. I knew Bea was alive and well. I just knew it.
Bea, if you read this message please know I am one of your greatest
fans and would love an authographed photo if you could.
I know you reading this and responding to me personally is a slim
chance, but if you did, I would truly consider myself most fortunate.
I'll BEA back!!!
Wendy

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2626

From: Britta Kaminski <luna_five@yahoo.de>
Date: Wed Mar 14, 2007 4:20 am
Subject: RE: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Move

luna_five
Send Email

on  Maude in one week!

Wow, that sounds great. I really hope Maude is as funny as the Golden Girls - I loved Bea there!
Luna_Five
Fred <moorlock2003@yahoo.com> schrieb:
Just one more week. I'm so excited. Luna Five, get ready for a laugh
explosion. "Maude" is funny from the moment the theme song begins.
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@...>
wrote:
>
> Im excited for you! I am very interested in what you think after you
> have seen Maude and let it digest for a while. So be sure to write
> back after you have watched!
>
> Take care,
> Kev!
>
>
>
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "luna_five" <luna_five@>
> wrote:
>>
> > Well, for me, Maude is NEW since it never aired in Germany. So
as you
> > can imagine, I'm very excited to be able to watch this show now > > having no idea what it's like. I am sure it's great, but for me
it's
> > all excitement right now. I just hope that the mail will be quick
so
> > that my
> > long time of waiting will over soon!
>>
> > Luna_Five
>>
>>
> > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@>
wrote:
>>>
> > > Well put Doug! So well put I put it on the Maude dvd page :)
> > > http://www.beatricearthur.com/maude
>>>
> > > I was proud that I could say that I watched the original run of
the
> > > Golden Girls in the 80s and 90s and had been a fan since then.
> > > However, I wasn't able to say that about Maude, being that I
was born
> > > in 1975. So, I find it very interesting hearing from the people
who
> > > saw it in its original run, unlike myself who saw it on TV Land
in
> > > 2001 for the first time. So thanks for what you wrote, I found
it very
> > > interesting! What an era! I hope people remember what was going
on in
> > > the 70s during her show, just the same as All in the Family when
> > > watched currently!
>>>
> > > Take care,
> > > Kev!
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, BDouglas61@ wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I was in 6th grade when MAUDE debuted...and loved every
minute of
> > > it! Of
> > > > course, I was a fan of ALL IN THE FAMILY...and
generally "gobbled
> > > up" whatever
> > > > Norman Lear put out (except for MARY HARTMAN, MARY HARTMAN).
>>>>
> > > > But even at the tender age of 11 (going on 12), I sensed that
Bea
> > > Arthur was
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> > > > special. What a whirlwind!!
> > > > Stayed with the show until its end....was sad to see it go,
but it
> > > did seem
> > > > to be "winding down" in terms of comedic possibilities.
>>>>
> > > > I always loved that MAUDE, like most of the sitcoms filmed
before a
> > > studio
> > > > audience in those days, was staged like a small play in two
acts....
> > > you got
> > > > the sense that there were very few stops for retakes...it was
> > > played through by
> > > > a group of professionals who knew their marks and their
lines.
>>>>
> > > > I know that we only have Season 1 ahead of us at this point,
but who
> > > can
> > > > forget Maude's run for Senate? Or the "Maude at the Analyst"
(was
> > > that its
> > > > title?) episode which was basically a 23-minute monologue by
the
> > > incomparable Bea?
>>>>
> > > > I have waited for YEARS now for MAUDE to come to DVD, and the
wait
> > > is almost
> > > > over!
>>>>
> > > > Excited!!!
> > > > Doug
>>>
>>
>

“You haven’t seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow.”
”Rose on The Golden Girls”
Yahoo! Messenger - kostenlos* mit Familie und Freunden von PC zu PC telefonieren .

Reply | Messages in this Topic (9)

#2627

From: Fred Cooper <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed Mar 14, 2007 2:19 pm
Subject: RE: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Move on

moorlock2003
Send Email

 Maude in one week!

Luna Five,
Bea Arthur as Maude is fabulous, even sassier and sharper than on Golden Girls; after all, she was that much
younger. Plus Maude is the central character, the main focus of the show. She is outspoken, brash, and right on
target. Funny!
Britta Kaminski <luna_five@yahoo.de> wrote:
Wow, that sounds great. I really hope Maude is as funny as the Golden Girls - I loved Bea there!
Luna_Five
Fred <moorlock2003@yahoo.com> schrieb:
Just one more week. I'm so excited. Luna Five, get ready for a laugh
explosion. "Maude" is funny from the moment the theme song begins.
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@...>
wrote:
>
> Im excited for you! I am very interested in what you think after you
> have seen Maude and let it digest for a while. So be sure to write
> back after you have watched!
>
> Take care,
> Kev!
>
>
>
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "luna_five" <luna_five@>
> wrote:
>>
> > Well, for me, Maude is NEW since it never aired in Germany. So
as you
> > can imagine, I'm very excited to be able to watch this show now > > having no idea what it's like. I am sure it's great, but for me
it's
> > all excitement right now. I just hope that the mail will be quick
so
> > that my
> > long time of waiting will over soon!
>>

movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/andthentheresbea/messages/2617?l=1
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> > Luna_Five
>>
>>
> > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@>
wrote:
>>>
> > > Well put Doug! So well put I put it on the Maude dvd page :)
> > > http://www.beatricearthur.com/maude
>>>
> > > I was proud that I could say that I watched the original run of
the
> > > Golden Girls in the 80s and 90s and had been a fan since then.
> > > However, I wasn't able to say that about Maude, being that I
was born
> > > in 1975. So, I find it very interesting hearing from the people
who
> > > saw it in its original run, unlike myself who saw it on TV Land
in
> > > 2001 for the first time. So thanks for what you wrote, I found
it very
> > > interesting! What an era! I hope people remember what was going
on in
> > > the 70s during her show, just the same as All in the Family when
> > > watched currently!
>>>
> > > Take care,
> > > Kev!
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, BDouglas61@ wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I was in 6th grade when MAUDE debuted...and loved every
minute of
> > > it! Of
> > > > course, I was a fan of ALL IN THE FAMILY...and
generally "gobbled
> > > up" whatever
> > > > Norman Lear put out (except for MARY HARTMAN, MARY HARTMAN).
>>>>
> > > > But even at the tender age of 11 (going on 12), I sensed that
Bea
> > > Arthur was
> > > > special. What a whirlwind!!
> > > > Stayed with the show until its end....was sad to see it go,
but it
> > > did seem
> > > > to be "winding down" in terms of comedic possibilities.
>>>>
> > > > I always loved that MAUDE, like most of the sitcoms filmed
before a
> > > studio
> > > > audience in those days, was staged like a small play in two
acts....
> > > you got
> > > > the sense that there were very few stops for retakes...it was
> > > played through by
> > > > a group of professionals who knew their marks and their
lines.
>>>>
> > > > I know that we only have Season 1 ahead of us at this point,
but who
> > > can
> > > > forget Maude's run for Senate? Or the "Maude at the Analyst"
(was
> > > that its
> > > > title?) episode which was basically a 23-minute monologue by
the
> > > incomparable Bea?
>>>>
> > > > I have waited for YEARS now for MAUDE to come to DVD, and the
wait
> > > is almost
> > > > over!
>>>>
> > > > Excited!!!
> > > > Doug
>>>
>>
>

“You haven’t seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow.”
”Rose on The Golden Girls”
Yahoo! Messenger - kostenlos* mit Familie und Freunden von PC zu PC telefonieren .

TV dinner still cooling?
Check out "Tonight's Picks" on Yahoo! TV.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (9)
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#2628

From: ironicwit
Date: Fri Mar 16, 2007 6:08 pm
Subject: Bea on NYC Radio Monday

ironicwit

I don't live in NYC, and I can't confirm this, but...it sounds
promising.
According to a poster at another message board, Bea will be Leonard
Lopate's guest on WNYC-FM on Monday. Remember, she's due to be
on "The View" on Tuesday.
"The Leonard Lopate Show":
March 19 (12 noon till 2 pm) - WNYC-FM
http://www.wnyc.org/shows/lopate/
It appears that you can listen to the live show online. (Today's show
as well as some other clips are available for downloading, so it
looks like they must archive the shows. But I have no idea how long
they might be available.
http://www.wnyc.org/shows/lopate/episodes/2007/03/16)
Kevin, do you think that you can "capture" this for Bea fans who are
on slower Web connections?
Ironicwit

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2629

From: ironicwit
Date: Sat Mar 17, 2007 10:45 am
Subject: Broadway's Best at Pops

ironicwit

Check your local PBS listings to see if you're getting "Broadway's Best
at Pops." My PBS affiliate is currently doing a pledge drive and will
be showing "Broadway's Best at Pops" as part of its special programming
this weekend. The program features a number of stellar performers from
35 years of "Evening at Pops," and I think that Bea is included in the
bunch.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2630

From: "a1peopleguy" <ryanmary.nj@verizon.net>
Date: Sun Mar 18, 2007 9:25 pm
Subject: Is Bea Arthur going to be on tour for her release

a1peopleguy
Send Email

of Maude ?

Maude is coming out on DVD. Is Bea going on tour to promote it ?

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2631

From: Jim Inman <jiminmanjr@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon Mar 19, 2007 6:24 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Is Bea

jiminmanjr
Send Email

Arthur going to be on tour for her release of Maude ?

She's supposed to appear on ABC's "The View" on 3/20 with Adrienne Barbareu. That's all I've heard so far...
a1peopleguy <ryanmary.nj@verizon.net> wrote:
Maude is coming out on DVD. Is Bea going on tour to promote it ?

Be a PS3 game guru.
Get your game face on with the latest PS3 news and previews at Yahoo! Games.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2632

From: ironicwit
Date: Mon Mar 19, 2007
Subject: Re: Broadway's

ironicwit
4:23 pm
Best at Pops

Hi, I thought I'd reply to my own post. Yes, Bea makes a brief
appearance in "Broadway's Best at Pops" on PBS. She's in the third and
final segment of the show, right after Tyne Daly. In it, she and June
Anderson sing a duet called "Ohio" from "Wonderful Town." The
appearance dates back to 1988.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)
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#2633

From: ironicwit
Date: Mon Mar 19, 2007 4:57 pm
Subject: Adrienne Barbeau on Phoenix

ironicwit
Radio This Week

Maude's daughter, Adrienne Barbeau, is scheduled to appear on "The 11th
Hour" late this week. "The 11th Hour" is a radio show on KFNX-AM 1100
in Phoenix. Show host is Dave Lucas. It appears that you can listen to
the station online.
Station Web Site:
http://www.1100kfnx.com/
Blog:
http://11thhourshow.blogspot.com/2007/03/b-movie-queen-adrienne-barbeauon-11th.html
I'm not 100% sure about the date and time of Adrienne's appearance.
According to the station's schedule, "The 11th Hour" airs at 11 p.m.
Fridays. However, the blog indicates that Adrienne will be on the show
on March 24, which falls on a Saturday.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2634

From: "luna_five" <luna_five@yahoo.de>
Date: Tue Mar 20, 2007 8:56 am
Subject: maude released?

luna_five
Send Email

Hi!
I was wondering, if Maude already has been released in the US. I
ordered a copy and thought it would be out today - but when I checked
my account on Amazon, the estimated ship date would be April 5th. Is
it just Amazon or is the box late itself? It would be nice if someone
could let me know. Thank you!!
Luna_Five from Germany

Reply | Messages in this Topic (7)

#2635

From: Fred Cooper <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Mar 20, 2007 11:59 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] maude released?

moorlock2003
Send Email

Maude is out now, March 20. I have it!!!
luna_five <luna_five@yahoo.de> wrote:
Hi!
I was wondering, if Maude already has been released in the US. I
ordered a copy and thought it would be out today - but when I checked
my account on Amazon, the estimated ship date would be April 5th. Is
it just Amazon or is the box late itself? It would be nice if someone
could let me know. Thank you!!
Luna_Five from Germany

The fish are biting.
Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (7)

#2636

From: Jim Inman <jiminmanjr@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Mar 20, 2007 12:11 pm
Subject: Bea on "The View" today

jiminmanjr
Send Email

I'm at work... did anyone catch Bea on "The View?" I'm sure it will hit youtube tomorrow or Thursday...
Finding fabulous fares is fun.
Let Yahoo! FareChase search your favorite travel sites to find flight and hotel bargains.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (7)

#2637

From: Gabrielle Levesque <coccin3ll3@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Mar 20, 2007 3:24 pm
Subject: Re : [And Then There's Bea] Bea on "The View"

coccin3ll3
Send Email

today

Very seldom information has been given throughout the 4 or 5 minutes Bea and Adrienne were on
"The View". Nothing we've never heard before, because it was the same questions asked in previous
interviews. Though it was fun to see Bea on television (and to learn that she still drives, which is pretty
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cool for someone over 80!), it was a bit deceiving not to learn anything else.
 Message d'origine 
De : Jim Inman <jiminmanjr@yahoo.com>
À : andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com
Envoyé le : Mardi, 20 Mars 2007, 14h11mn 14s
Objet : [And Then There's Bea] Bea on "The View" today
I'm at work... did anyone catch Bea on "The View?" I'm sure it will hit youtube tomorrow or
Thursday...
Finding fabulous fares is fun.
Let Yahoo! FareChase search your favorite travel sites to find flight and hotel bargains.

Découvrez une nouvelle façon d'obtenir des réponses à toutes vos questions ! Profitez des connaissances, des
opinions et des expériences des internautes sur Yahoo! Questions/Réponses.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2638

From: vectorlime
Date: Tue Mar 20, 2007 4:09 pm
Subject: Re: Re : [And Then There's

vectorlime
Bea] Bea on "The View" today

True and was short and sweet, but so good to see the two together...
all smiles! Bea looked great, which makes me happier then I thought I
would be. Looks much more healthier then before to me... well rested
another words and excited about Maude on dvd, like we are!
Yippy!
I'm slowly making my way through the episodes as I type this, but damn
work keeps getting in the way :)
Kev!

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Gabrielle Levesque
<coccin3ll3@...> wrote:
>
> Very seldom information has been given throughout the 4 or 5 minutes
Bea and Adrienne were on "The View". Nothing we've never heard before,
because it was the same questions asked in previous interviews. Though
it was fun to see Bea on television (and to learn that she still
drives, which is pretty cool for someone over 80!), it was a bit
deceiving not to learn anything else.
>
> ----- Message d'origine ---> De : Jim Inman <jiminmanjr@...>
> ï¿½ : andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com
> Envoyï¿½ le : Mardi, 20 Mars 2007, 14h11mn 14s
> Objet : [And Then There's Bea] Bea on "The View" today
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I'm at work... did anyone catch Bea on "The View?" I'm sure it will
hit youtube tomorrow or Thursday...
>
>
>
> Finding fabulous fares is fun.
> Let Yahoo! FareChase search your favorite travel sites to find
flight and hotel bargains.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <!->
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> #ygrp-mlmsg {font-size:13px;font-family:arial, helvetica, clean,
sans-serif;}
> #ygrp-mlmsg table {font-size:inherit;font:100%;}
> #ygrp-mlmsg select, input, textarea {font:99% arial, helvetica,
clean, sans-serif;}
> #ygrp-mlmsg pre, code {font:115% monospace;}
> #ygrp-mlmsg * {line-height:1.22em;}
> #ygrp-text{
> font-family:Georgia;
> }
> #ygrp-text p{
> margin:0 0 1em 0;}
> #ygrp-tpmsgs{
> font-family:Arial;
> clear:both;}
> #ygrp-vitnav{
> padding-top:10px;font-family:Verdana;font-size:77%;margin:0;}
> #ygrp-vitnav a{
> padding:0 1px;}
> #ygrp-actbar{
> clear:both;margin:25px
0;white-space:nowrap;color:#666;text-align:right;}
> #ygrp-actbar .left{
> float:left;white-space:nowrap;}
> .bld{font-weight:bold;}
> #ygrp-grft{
> font-family:Verdana;font-size:77%;padding:15px 0;}
> #ygrp-ft{
> font-family:verdana;font-size:77%;border-top:1px solid #666;
> padding:5px 0;
> }
> #ygrp-mlmsg #logo{
> padding-bottom:10px;}
>
> #ygrp-vital{
> background-color:#e0ecee;margin-bottom:20px;padding:2px 0 8px 8px;}
> #ygrp-vital #vithd{
>
font-size:77%;font-family:Verdana;font-weight:bold;color:#333;text-transform:upp\
ercase;}
> #ygrp-vital ul{
> padding:0;margin:2px 0;}
> #ygrp-vital ul li{
> list-style-type:none;clear:both;border:1px solid #e0ecee;
> }
> #ygrp-vital ul li .ct{
>
font-weight:bold;color:#ff7900;float:right;width:2em;text-align:right;padding-ri\
ght:.5em;}
> #ygrp-vital ul li .cat{
> font-weight:bold;}
> #ygrp-vital a {
> text-decoration:none;}
>
> #ygrp-vital a:hover{
> text-decoration:underline;}
>
> #ygrp-sponsor #hd{
> color:#999;font-size:77%;}
> #ygrp-sponsor #ov{
> padding:6px 13px;background-color:#e0ecee;margin-bottom:20px;}
> #ygrp-sponsor #ov ul{
> padding:0 0 0 8px;margin:0;}
> #ygrp-sponsor #ov li{
> list-style-type:square;padding:6px 0;font-size:77%;}
> #ygrp-sponsor #ov li a{
> text-decoration:none;font-size:130%;}
> #ygrp-sponsor #nc {
> background-color:#eee;margin-bottom:20px;padding:0 8px;}
> #ygrp-sponsor .ad{
> padding:8px 0;}
> #ygrp-sponsor .ad #hd1{
>
font-family:Arial;font-weight:bold;color:#628c2a;font-size:100%;line-height:122%\
;}
> #ygrp-sponsor .ad a{
> text-decoration:none;}
> #ygrp-sponsor .ad a:hover{
> text-decoration:underline;}
> #ygrp-sponsor .ad p{
> margin:0;}
> o {font-size:0;}
> .MsoNormal {
> margin:0 0 0 0;}
> #ygrp-text tt{
> font-size:120%;}
> blockquote{margin:0 0 0 4px;}
> .replbq {margin:4;}
> -->
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
___________________________________________________________________________
> Dï¿½couvrez une nouvelle faï¿½on d'obtenir des rï¿½ponses ï¿½ toutes vos
questions !
> Profitez des connaissances, des opinions et des expï¿½riences des
internautes sur Yahoo! Questions/Rï¿½ponses
> http://fr.answers.yahoo.com
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2639

From: ironicwit
Date: Tue Mar 20, 2007 5:44
Subject: New Bea Interview

ironicwit
pm

"Genre Magazine" (March 1, 2007) has a new interview of Bea.
http://www.genremagazine.com/2007/3-1/magazine/content/dvd.cfm

Reply | Messages in this Topic (4)

#2640

From: vectorlime
Date: Tue Mar 20, 2007 6:04 pm
Subject: Re: New Bea Interview

vectorlime

OMG, I have that magazine, haha! I just never looked through it yet...
so double thanks for finding that!!
Same thing happened to me last week, I also get Entertainment Weekly
#926 and there was a page on Maude in there too that I missed :)
Nice to see her in print again lately!
Kev!
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> "Genre Magazine" (March 1, 2007) has a new interview of Bea.
>
> http://www.genremagazine.com/2007/3-1/magazine/content/dvd.cfm
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (4)

#2641

From: Britta Kaminski <luna_five@yahoo.de>
Date: Thu Mar 15, 2007 1:36 am
Subject: RE: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Move

luna_five
Send Email

on  Maude in one week!

Wow, that really sounds like I won't be able to stop watching the episodes... I really loved the Golden Girls and
this might even be better? Sounds great to me!!!

Fred Cooper <moorlock2003@yahoo.com> schrieb:
Luna Five,
Bea Arthur as Maude is fabulous, even sassier and sharper than on Golden Girls; after all, she was
that much younger. Plus Maude is the central character, the main focus of the show. She is
outspoken, brash, and right on target. Funny!
Britta Kaminski <luna_five@yahoo.de> wrote:
Wow, that sounds great. I really hope Maude is as funny as the Golden Girls - I loved
Bea there!
Luna_Five
Fred <moorlock2003@yahoo.com> schrieb:
Just one more week. I'm so excited. Luna Five, get ready for a laugh
explosion. "Maude" is funny from the moment the theme song begins.
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime <no_reply@..
.>
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wrote:
>
> Im excited for you! I am very interested in what you think after you
> have seen Maude and let it digest for a while. So be sure to write
> back after you have watched!
>
> Take care,
> Kev!
>
>
>
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "luna_five"
<luna_five@>
> wrote:
>>
> > Well, for me, Maude is NEW since it never aired in Germany. So
as you
> > can imagine, I'm very excited to be able to watch this show now > > having no idea what it's like. I am sure it's great, but for me
it's
> > all excitement right now. I just hope that the mail will be quick
so
> > that my
> > long time of waiting will over soon!
>>
> > Luna_Five
>>
>>
> > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, vectorlime
<no_reply@>
wrote:
>>>
> > > Well put Doug! So well put I put it on the Maude dvd page :)
> > > http://www.beatricearthur.com/maude
>>>
> > > I was proud that I could say that I watched the original run of
the
> > > Golden Girls in the 80s and 90s and had been a fan since then.
> > > However, I wasn't able to say that about Maude, being that I
was born
> > > in 1975. So, I find it very interesting hearing from the people
who
> > > saw it in its original run, unlike myself who saw it on TV Land
in
> > > 2001 for the first time. So thanks for what you wrote, I found
it very
> > > interesting! What an era! I hope people remember what was
going
on in
> > > the 70s during her show, just the same as All in the Family
when
> > > watched currently!
>>>
> > > Take care,
> > > Kev!
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, BDouglas61@
wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I was in 6th grade when MAUDE debuted...and loved every
minute of
> > > it! Of
> > > > course, I was a fan of ALL IN THE FAMILY...and
generally "gobbled
> > > up" whatever
> > > > Norman Lear put out (except for MARY HARTMAN, MARY
HARTMAN).
>>>>
> > > > But even at the tender age of 11 (going on 12), I sensed that
Bea
> > > Arthur was
> > > > special. What a whirlwind!!
> > > > Stayed with the show until its end....was sad to see it go,
but it
> > > did seem
> > > > to be "winding down" in terms of comedic possibilities.
>>>>
> > > > I always loved that MAUDE, like most of the sitcoms filmed
before a
> > > studio
> > > > audience in those days, was staged like a small play in two
acts....
> > > you got
> > > > the sense that there were very few stops for retakes...it was
> > > played through by
> > > > a group of professionals who knew their marks and their
lines.
>>>>
> > > > I know that we only have Season 1 ahead of us at this point,
but who
> > > can
> > > > forget Maude's run for Senate? Or the "Maude at the Analyst"
(was
> > > that its
> > > > title?) episode which was basically a 23-minute monologue by
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the
> > > incomparable Bea?
>>>>
> > > > I have waited for YEARS now for MAUDE to come to DVD,
and the
wait
> > > is almost
> > > > over!
>>>>
> > > > Excited!!!
> > > > Doug
>>>
>>
>

“You haven’t seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow.”
”Rose on The Golden Girls”
Yahoo! Messenger - kostenlos* mit Familie und Freunden von PC zu PC telefonieren
.

TV dinner still cooling?
Check out "Tonight's Picks" on Yahoo! TV.

“You haven’t seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow.”
”Rose on The Golden Girls”
Besseren Schutz gegen Spam - jetzt bei dem neuen Yahoo! Mail .

Reply | Messages in this Topic (9)

#2642

From: "eminemasmacbeth" <fkd1963@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Mar 20, 2007 6:35 pm
Subject: Bea and Adrienne on Sirius Radio

eminemasmacbeth
Send Email

B and A were on the "Frank DeCaro Show" on the Sirius Gay Radio Channel
on Monday for about 30 minutes.
I do not know if the show will rerun or if transcripts will be
available. It was very funny and included Bea using the
word "c**ksucker" in telling a funny Bill Macy story.
B and A supposedly taped comments for the DVD; is it for the second
season? Supposedly the DVD for season 1 was done a few years ago and
sat on the shelves until now.
SONY does not treat its older women with respect.
Buy the DVD and make your voice heard.
Otherwise God [and maybe even Philip] will get you for that.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2644

From: Britta Kaminski <luna_five@yahoo.de>
Date: Wed Mar 21, 2007 1:03 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] maude released?

luna_five
Send Email

thanks for letting me know. I wonder why Amazon cannot mail it out... maybe I'll cancel the order and try it
elsewhere... but thanks!
Luna_Five
Fred Cooper <moorlock2003@yahoo.com> schrieb:

Maude is out now, March 20. I have it!!!
luna_five <luna_five@yahoo.de> wrote:
Hi!
I was wondering, if Maude already has been released in the US. I
ordered a copy and thought it would be out today - but when I checked
my account on Amazon, the estimated ship date would be April 5th. Is
it just Amazon or is the box late itself? It would be nice if someone
could let me know. Thank you!!
Luna_Five from Germany
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The fish are biting.
Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing.

“You haven’t seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow.”
”Rose on The Golden Girls”
NEU: Fragen stellen - Wissen, Meinungen und Erfahrungen teilen. Jetzt auf Yahoo! Clever.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (7)

#2645

From: "meesh_g" <meesh_g@yahoo.com>
Date: Thu Mar 22, 2007 10:50 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] maude

Meesh_G
Send Email

released?

I pre-ordered thru Amazon and received my Box on Tuesday, March 20th.
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Britta Kaminski
<luna_five@...> wrote:
>
> thanks for letting me know. I wonder why Amazon cannot mail it
out... maybe I'll cancel the order and try it elsewhere... but thanks!
> Luna_Five
>
> Fred Cooper <moorlock2003@...> schrieb:
Maude is out now, March 20. I have it!!!
>
> luna_five <luna_five@...> wrote:
>
Hi!
>
> I was wondering, if Maude already has been released in the US. I
> ordered a copy and thought it would be out today - but when I checked
> my account on Amazon, the estimated ship date would be April 5th. Is
> it just Amazon or is the box late itself? It would be nice if someone
> could let me know. Thank you!!
>
> Luna_Five from Germany
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --------------------------------> The fish are biting.
>
Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing.
>
>
>
>
> "You haven't seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow."
> "Rose on The Golden Girls"
>
> --------------------------------> NEU: Fragen stellen - Wissen, Meinungen und Erfahrungen teilen.
Jetzt auf Yahoo! Clever.
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (7)

#2646

From: "Brandon Carson" <bcarson@clsllc.com>
Date: Thu Mar 22, 2007 8:45 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] maude released?

shemp_65
Send Email

Got my DVDs in today, and am watching now. This show brings me back to
my childhood in the 70's. And it is still HY-LARIOUS!
--brandon

Reply | Messages in this Topic (7)

#2647

From: Britta Kaminski <luna_five@yahoo.de>
Date: Fri Mar 23, 2007 1:15 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] maude released?

luna_five
Send Email

I got a strange mail yesterday from Amazon, telling me, there's been a delay in mailing the box.. then I got
another mail, letting me know that they have mailed it out. Very strange! Now I really hope that I won't need to
wait 8 weeks to get it.
Luna_Five
meesh_g <meesh_g@yahoo.com> schrieb:
I pre-ordered thru Amazon and received my Box on Tuesday, March 20th.
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--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Britta Kaminski
<luna_five@...> wrote:
>
> thanks for letting me know. I wonder why Amazon cannot mail it
out... maybe I'll cancel the order and try it elsewhere... but thanks!
> Luna_Five
>
> Fred Cooper <moorlock2003@...> schrieb:
Maude is out now, March 20. I have it!!!
>
> luna_five <luna_five@...> wrote:
> Hi!
>
> I was wondering, if Maude already has been released in the US. I
> ordered a copy and thought it would be out today - but when I checked
> my account on Amazon, the estimated ship date would be April 5th. Is
> it just Amazon or is the box late itself? It would be nice if someone
> could let me know. Thank you!!
>
> Luna_Five from Germany
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --------------------------------> The fish are biting.
> Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing.
>
>
>
>
> "You haven't seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow."
> "Rose on The Golden Girls"
>
> --------------------------------> NEU: Fragen stellen - Wissen, Meinungen und Erfahrungen teilen.
Jetzt auf Yahoo! Clever.
>

“You haven’t seen anything until you have seen a frustrated cow.”
”Rose on The Golden Girls”
Yahoo! Messenger - kostenlos* mit Familie und Freunden von PC zu PC telefonieren .
Reply | Messages in this Topic (7)

#2648

From: ironicwit
Date: Mon Mar 26,
Subject: TV Land's

ironicwit
2007 5:05 pm
Back to the Grind Pushed Back to October

"Back to the Grind," an original TV Land series, is slated to premiere
on October 10, 2007. If you've been following this message board for a
while, then you may remember that Bea is slated to appear in an episode
of "Back to the Grind," which shows stars performing the same jobs that
they did on TV. In Bea's case, that means spending time in the
classroom in homage to Golden Girl Dorothy Zbornak's career as a
substitute teacher.
http://sev.prnewswire.com/entertainment/20070323/NYF02623032007-1.html

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2649

From: vectorlime
Date: Mon Mar 26, 2007 6:17 pm
Subject: Re: TV Land's Back to the

vectorlime
Grind Pushed Back to October

Darn! I hope it airs in October then and not continue to get pushed
back and/or removed! Thanks for letting us know!
Kev!

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> "Back to the Grind," an original TV Land series, is slated to premiere
> on October 10, 2007. If you've been following this message board for a
> while, then you may remember that Bea is slated to appear in an episode
> of "Back to the Grind," which shows stars performing the same jobs that
> they did on TV. In Bea's case, that means spending time in the
> classroom in homage to Golden Girl Dorothy Zbornak's career as a
> substitute teacher.
>
> http://sev.prnewswire.com/entertainment/20070323/NYF02623032007-1.html
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>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2650

From: "storybellz@yahoo.com" <storybellz@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Mar 27, 2007 9:18 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Digest Number 682

shirindonya2
Send Email

Well, i hate that it's being pushed back, but i am glad to know an exact date. Hopefully, it will end up on youtube
or somewhere, for the folks who don't get tv land.
Anyway, that will be a rreal treat, to see Bea in the classroom!
P.S.
if you've searched for Bea on youtube lately, you may have noticed that her song w/ Rock Hudson (the funny one
about "turn'n on) is no longer there! I found olut the hard way, when i went to post it on my Care2.com profile
page...Bummer!!
andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com wrote:
And Then There's Bea - Just Bea Arthur
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TV Land's Back to the Grind Pushed Back to
October
Posted by: "ironicwit" no_reply@yahoogroups.com ironicwit
Mon Mar 26, 2007 3:07 pm (PST)
"Back to the Grind," an original TV Land series, is slated to premiere
on October 10, 2007. If you've been following this message board for a
while, then you may remember that Bea is slated to appear in an episode
of "Back to the Grind," which shows stars performing the same jobs that
they did on TV. In Bea's case, that means spending time in the
classroom in homage to Golden Girl Dorothy Zbornak's career as a
substitute teacher.
http://sev.prnewswire.com/entertainment/20070323/NYF02623032007-1.html
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Re: TV Land's Back to the Grind Pushed Back to
October
Posted by: "vectorlime" no_reply@yahoogroups.com
vectorlime
Mon Mar 26, 2007 4:17 pm (PST)
Darn! I hope it airs in October then and not continue to get pushed
back and/or removed! Thanks for letting us know!
Kev!
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> "Back to the Grind," an original TV Land series, is slated to premiere
> on October 10, 2007. If you've been following this message board for a
> while, then you may remember that Bea is slated to appear in an episode
> of "Back to the Grind," which shows stars performing the same jobs that
> they did on TV. In Bea's case, that means spending time in the
> classroom in homage to Golden Girl Dorothy Zbornak's career as a
> substitute teacher.
>
> http://sev.prnewswire.com/entertainment/20070323/NYF02623032007-1.html
>
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Truly,
StorybellzFounder/Moderator of

~Honoring my favorite Persian Pop Star~
Don't get soaked. Take a quick peek at the forecast
with theYahoo! Search weather shortcut.
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